The Tiny Caspa hosts a tiny sensor with built-in lens. This low-profile camera module is ideal for computer vision applications in tight spaces, or covert security systems. Direct connectivity to Gumstix Overo COMs allows you to minimize the complexity and size of your expansion board. It can also be added to any Geppetto design with the 27-pin connector module.

- The 27-pin connector accepts the 27-wire ribbon cable used to connect a Caspa camera to your design.
- Board size: 22 mm x 22 mm.
- Max resolution: 640x480
- Frame rate (at max resolution): 30 fps
- Image output: 8-bit parallel in raw (Bayer) format

Key component
1 × Camera Flex Ribbon Cable (80mm, White)

Product links
- Customize in Geppetto
- Technical Specifications
- Check Arrow Stock
- Geppetto®Workspace